US 2021 Market Outlook: Trading at record highs, is it
still worth investing?
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Growth of US economy and market could take off as quickly as the 2nd quarter of 2021. The
notion is supported by favourable tailwinds such as (i) improving global growth outlook, (ii)
lagged effects of measures in 2020, (iii) supportive policy backdrop and potentially (iv) the mass
distribution of Covid-19 vaccine among US citizens.



Valuations of S&P 500 index are expensive relative to history - trading more than forward PE of
20.0X. But we see two major reasons why current valuation is justified in the current macro
backdrop.



Earnings of S&P 500 Index will be driven by a healthy mix of secular and cyclical growth factors
in the next two years - projected to jump by more than 28% and 17% - partly due to low base
effect in 2020.



Thus, we upgrade our ratings for US equities to 3.0 Stars “Attractive”.
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2020 has been remarkable for US equities. Despite plunging 34% from peak to trough in 1Q20, the US
equity market (as measured by S&P 500 Index) hit a series of new highs in 2Q20, staging the quickest
rebound in history all amidst a recession year.
We think this is impressive, considering that the market has undergone various major risk events in 2020
US-China trade war, Covid-19 pandemic, US presidential election, etc. - some of which remain
unresolved. Nothing seems to faze the US equity markets.
However, with S&P 500 Index (our main gauge for US equities) trading near record highs even as Covid19 health crisis rages on in the US, investors now face a challenging question ahead: To continue
investing in the US, or not?

Chart 1: US equities registered positive returns of 16.5% on a 1-year basis, in a
recession year.
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2021 Outlook: Looking past the recession year, a rosier outlook lies in the horizon
Our short answer is yes.
In the near-term, we expect US equities to face slight resistance from growth and sentiments headwinds
in Q1 2021 - particularly the rising Covid-19 daily cases, but they are likely to fade as we draw closer to a
possibility of a sizable fiscal stimulus package (estimated at USD 1 Trillion).

Undeniably, a major part of the rebound in US equities this year can be attributed to the swift monetary
and fiscal response (more than USD 2 Trillion) by US policymakers as the crisis unfolded. Businesses
badly impacted by social distancing restrictions were kept on life support, prevented from shuttering
their doors permanently and laying off workers, which could otherwise spark off a disastrous chain of
consequences in the US economy.

That being said, we believe the organic growth of US economy and market could take off as quickly as
the 2nd quarter of 2021. The notion is supported by favourable tailwinds such as (i) improving global
growth outlook, (ii) lagged effects of measures this year, (iii) supportive policy backdrop and potentially
(iv) the mass distribution of Covid-19 vaccine among US citizens (Chart 2).

At the same time, we have witnessed the willingness of US consumers and investors to look past 2020
for better days ahead in the economy and corporate earnings. The US Indexes are heading off to fresh
highs while US retail sales are already recovered to above pre-pandemic levels.

While we acknowledge that uncertainties persist in 2021, we believe that a rosier outlook lies in the
horizon one capable of driving the US economy and markets to new heights. In the following sections,
we delve deeper into why we remain optimistic in investing in US equities despite its heady valuation
now.
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Chart 2: We expect to see a checkmark-shaped recovery in US

Economy: A Bumpy Recovery but Brighter Days ahead
2021 will be a crucial year for US policymakers. We believe their immediate focus will be on undoing the
Covid-19 damages on households and small businesses the backbone of the US economy.
While economic indicators continue to improve in most areas of the US economy across Oct/Nov period,
the labour remained well under pressure, evident from the unemployment rate measure. More
worryingly, even though temporal unemployment rate has improved constructively after peaking in
April, there are signs that the layoffs are shifting into permanently job losses (Chart 3).
As US continues to battle its 3rd wave of Covid-19 infection, businesses are once again facing the
difficult decision to lay workers off and consumers to cut back spending in anticipation of tougher times
ahead.
The huge increase in unemployment caused by the pandemic have greatly reduced disposable income
for many households an important determinant of consumer spending.
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Chart 3: Policymakers must implement more supportive measures or risk further
economic scarring

Given personal consumption’s outsized contribution of 70% to GDP, consumers will play a critical role in
the US recovery ahead.

At this juncture, additional support from the government will be required to prevent a longer-term
economy scarring from the Covid-19 crisis. Therefore, we believe monetary and fiscal policy will remain
very supportive throughout next year, which in turn will encourage borrowing, investment, and
spending thereby sustaining the recovery.

Thankfully, these measures appear to work. Back in May-Aug this year, the combination of economic reopening and pent-up demand have helped retail sales and consumer confidence rebound.
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Retail spending was also supported by the stimulus of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security
(CARES) Act, which rendered households almost USD 270 billion worth of assistance during Mar/Apr
period. As a result, retail sales have since recovered above pre-pandemic levels, after surging by 41%
quarter-on-quarter in 3Q20 (Chart 4).
While we expect the rising Covid-19 case counts, partial lockdowns, and delay in fiscal stimulus to
materialise as weakness in economic data in current and next quarters (i.e. 4Q20 and 1Q21), we believe
the growth momentum could gather steam from 2nd quarter of 2021 onwards.
On the monetary end, the Federal Reserve is expected to keep rates near zero and a close watch on the
credit markets. On the fiscal side, Biden’s administration is expected to tap on the closely-linked levers
of US consumption, labor market and small businesses to revitalise its economy.
Looking ahead, the upcoming fiscal support package of estimated USD 1 trillion and the promising
development on the vaccine front are two major catalysts that can provide a strong uplift to growth
expectations.

Chart 4: The consumer rebound has been swift despite worsening Covid-19 crisis providing
glimmer of hope for US economic future.
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Are valuations too expensive now?
While monetary stimulus has not led to any real economy inflation, it has most definitely materialised as
asset inflation particularly in the stock market.
There’s no denying it; valuations of S&P 500 index are expensive relative to history, by conventional
metrics like P/E and P/B multiples. S&P 500 Index is currently trading at a forward PE of 20.7X (on
consensus estimates of FY21 EPS) 3 standard deviation above the 10-year average level of 13.9X.

Chart 5: S&P 500 equities have expanded rapidly in valuation over the last few years.

In face of such elevated valuations, it is easy to cast the US equities off as expensive and unsustainable.
Furthermore, it is also reasonable for investor to feel uncomfortable with such frothy valuation,
especially with the high degree of economic uncertainty next year.
However, we argue that there are two major reasons why current valuation is justified in the current
macro backdrop.
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Firstly, global interest rates are near zero in developed markets now and are likely to persist at such
level for the foreseeable years ahead. Low interest rates drive a natural expansion in equity valuations in
multiple ways:




lower rates increase the discounted present value of future cash flows
encourage risk taking behaviour because financing costs for leveraged positions are low
equities are more attractive to investors on a relative basis because dividend and earnings yields
are much higher than fixed income yields

At the same time, the flush liquidity via the Fed quantitative easing program (meant to stimulate the
economy) has eventually found its way into equity markets. With more money chasing a relatively
limited amount of real assets, we have seen S&P 500 forward PE rising on a structural basis since 2008
GFC, alongside Fed’s burgeoning balance sheet (Chart 6).

Chart 6: Easy monetary policies have driven up asset price inflation especially in the S&P 500
equities.
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The second, arguably less-mentioned point is that S&P 500 Index have grown increasingly IT-heavy in
sector weightage over the last few years.
The largest and most dominant US companies now tend to be the tech giants and technology-related
corporations, which command higher price multiples due to their promising growth prospects (investors
are more willing to look past valuations). They are comparatively less sensitive to the cyclicity of the
economy, resulting in strong fundamentals, stable cash flows, earnings, and dividends streams, all of
which are supportive of stock prices.
Simultaneously, the Tech and tech-related sectors have displaced the more cyclical and cheaper-valued
sectors such as financials and industrials in weightage inadvertently lifting the overall equity valuation of
the S&P 500 basket of stocks.

Chart 7: Technology and tech-related sector weigh nearly one-third of the S&P 500 Index now
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Earnings growth outlook are slated to improve significantly in 2021
Going forward, the growth environment next year bodes well for corporate earnings. As fundamentals
start to matter again, the earnings growth of S&P 500 Index in 2021 will be closely watched by investors
and thus have a major role to play in supporting the stretched valuations of US equities.
With the negative impact of Covid-19 pandemic on a number of industries on the index (particularly
Energy and Industrials), earnings for 2021, 2022 27% and 17% to reach USD 187 and USD 220 per share
for FY2021 and 2022 respectively, in part due to the low base effect (Chart 8).

Chart 8: Corporate earnings

We expect earnings of S&P 500 Index to be driven by a healthy mix of secular and cyclical growth factors
in the next few years.
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At the sectoral level, secular growth trends continue to empower sectors such as technology, healthcare
and consumer discretionary, riding on the megatrends of digital economy, healthcare innovation and
sustainability.
The Covid-19 pandemic has inadvertently accelerated the global economies transformation into an
increasingly digitalised one. As businesses, consumers and households began to adapt to conducting
day-to-day affairs in the online world, we believe that the paradigm shift towards a digital economy is
nigh irrevocable.
Consumption trends like 5G upgrade cycle, rising e-commerce penetration and online media
consumption will continue to drive double-digit earnings growth for technology giants like Apple,
Amazon and Microsoft, regardless of Covid-19 (Table 1).

Table 1: Most of S&P 500 companies are projected to deliver double-digit earnings growth
next two years.

No.

S&P 500 Top 10
Holdings

Weight

Sector

2020
EPS%

2021
EPS%

2022
EPS%

1

Apple Inc

6.2%

Information Technology

21.2%

9.3%

7.5%

2

Microsoft Corp

4.8%

Information Technology

19.0%

10.1%

15.6%

3

Amazon.com Inc

4.7%

Consumer Discretionary

48.5%

22.3%

35.3%

4

Alphabet Inc

3.6%

Communication Services

-7.2%

22.7%

19.7%

5

Facebook Inc

2.4%

Communication Services

8.4%

12.9%

19.2%

6

Berkshire Hathaway Inc

1.6%

Financials

-10.4%

15.4%

11.0%

7

Visa Inc

1.5%

Information Technology

9.0%

26.1%

16.6%

8

Walmart Inc

1.2%

Consumer Staples

12.3%

2.3%

6.8%

9

Johnson & Johnson

1.2%

Health Care

-7.9%

13.0%

9.0%

10

JPMorgan Chase & Co

1.1%

Financials

-26.2%

22.2%

16.4%

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., iFAST compilation. Data as of Dec 2020.
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For healthcare sector, the Covid-19 pandemic has emphasized the need for greater healthcare
innovations. We expect governments and businesses around the world to spend more money into
purchasing Covid-19 test kits, personal protection equipment (i.e. masks and hazmat suits), sanitation
solutions and vaccine shots, which will lift sales and earnings growth.

On the other hand, the beaten down sectors like Financials, Industrials and Consumer Discretionary
could see a massive jump in revenue and earnings next year, on the basis of (i) cyclical recovery next
year, (ii) release of pent-up demand upon a mass roll-out of a successful vaccine, (iii) fiscal stimulus
measures and (iv) low base effect. We expect to see high double-digit growth typical for these sectors
during the early stages of a new economic cycle.

Financials is a key sector we think is worth investing in amid a cyclical rotation. Regulators across the
globe has taken several actions earlier this year to ensure that banks conserve sufficient cash to weather
through the pandemic downturn. However, given the rising odds of a Covid-19 vaccine, our financial
analyst believes that there are positive catalysts lining up for the banking industry in 2021.

The industrials sector is slated to be the biggest beneficiary for a cyclical rebound as growth broadens
out, especially with the likelihood of more fiscal spending after the election bodes well for sub segments
such as transport, construction, infrastructure and defense (Chart 9).
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Chart 9: Earnings for S&P 500 Index is likely driven by a healthy mix of secular and cyclical
growth factors ahead

What could derail US equities ahead?
We see three major risks facing the US equity markets ahead:
Firstly, with the recent Biden presidential victory coupled with a barrage of positive vaccine news, US
equities have rallied significantly in the last few months. Positive scenarios such as the upcoming fiscal
stimulus, vaccine-recovery are generally priced into the markets, while unresolved headwinds such as
the US-China tension were neglected by investors.
Secondly, valuation levels for US equities are frothy, trading near 20 years high partially driven by the
top technology stocks like Apple and Amazon. A near-term sector rotation into the cyclicals and/or
industry-wide portfolio rebalancing near the end of this year could spark a sharp pullback in these
technology names, leading to a swift correction in S&P 500 Index.
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Lastly, rising inflation and higher growth expectation for 2021 could lead to uptick in yield at the longerend of the yield curve. Given that the thesis of a justified increase in S&P 500 Index rest on the low
interest rates, any slight hint of rate tightening could see a drastic risk-off reflex in the US equity
market.
Overall, we think these are near-term risks that could materialise as volatility in the equity market in the
year ahead, but we believe that the rosier growth outlook and corporate earnings recovery will
outweigh the impact of the abovementioned risk factors.

Our US Strategy for 2021: 50-50 on Cyclical Rotation and Secular Growth
Our strategy for US equities will be approach via a bifurcation in risk assets 50:50 split in investing in US
Small Cap growth as well as US Large Cap growth equities.
In a way, such a barbell allocation enables investors to reap benefits of a cyclical rotation upon a
successful vaccine outcome, as well as having exposure to the digital economy megatrends in a
backdrop of extended Covid-19 restrictions into 2021.
While interest is ramping up for a sector rotation into value and small caps as we round the bend into
2021, we are still biased towards growth stocks in the long run. In our view, secular growth trends like
digital economy and healthcare innovations are here to stay.
Not to mention, majority of large cap growth firms (particularly the tech giants) have strong balance
sheet and ample free cashflow which could easily be deployed to fund share buybacks and/or
distributed to investors as dividends.
On the other hand, we also see how US small-cap stocks could stand to benefit as a major beneficiary of
an early-cycle expansion in the US economy in 2021 given the basket’s sensitivity to economic growth.
We expect policymakers to implement a supportive mix of monetary and fiscal stimulus to mend the
Covid-19 damage on households and small businesses, which are integral to the organic growth of the
US economy. In addition, a Covid-19 vaccine and fiscal policy intervention serve as strong catalysts for a
rotation into US small-cap stocks.
2021 will be a crucial year for US to pick up in pace of recovery, especially amid a worsening Covid-19
health crisis. The rosier growth prospect, alongside a strong line-up of positive catalysts, render the US
equities an attractive bet for the year ahead and upgrade our ratings for US equities to 3.0 Stars
“Attractive” for 2021.
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Disclaimer: iFAST and/or its content and research team's licensed representatives may own or have
positions in the mutual funds of any of the Asset Management Company mentioned or referred to in the
article, and may from time to time add or dispose of, or be materially interested in any such. This article
is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale of any mutual
fund. No investment decision should be taken without first viewing a mutual fund's scheme information
document including statement of additional information. Any advice herein is made on a general basis
and does not take into account the specific investment objectives of the specific person or group of
persons. Investors should seek for professional investment, tax, and legal advice before making an
investment or any other decision. Past performance and any forecast is not necessarily indicative of the
future or likely performance of the mutual fund. The value of mutual funds and the income from them
may fall as well as rise. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice.
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